SOLUTIONS OVERVIEW

Secure Your
Zoom Platform
with AppOmni
Zoom’s versatility and ease of use has allowed companies to stay connected and drive their
business forward. This has been invaluable with the rapid rise of a remote workforce.
However, with this almost overnight adoption of Zoom, IT and Security teams are facing new
and unique risks and configuration challenges.

DON’T LET ANYTHING SLIP THROUGH THE CRACKS
Zoom continues to enhance security and privacy configuration capabilities but with these
enhancements, new complexity arises. Couple this with an already overloaded team and
Zoom configuration management may slip through the cracks.
Quickly Discover Your Zoom Security Posture
Through AppOmni’s strategic integration with Zoom you can quickly obtain powerful insights
and instant visibility into your organization’s Zoom security posture. This allows you to quickly
garner verbose details and events around your company’s Zoom configurations, including
details on upcoming meetings without passwords, recordings
without passwords, and recordings shared publicly.
AppOmni also provides the unique ability to gain visibility into your
users’ Zoom client versions, spanning all the devices they have ever
used to connect to a meeting, giving your IT and Security teams
posture intelligence to drive patch management.
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DISCOVER

PROTECT

MONITOR

Make informed decisions
with a comprehensive view of
misconfigurations and data
exposures.

Create and apply flexible and
proactive enforcement policies
and workflows.

Receive high-fidelity detection
alerts and ensure protection with
continuous monitoring.

MORE USERS EQUALS MORE COMPLEXITY
With the increased adoption of Zoom and the criticality of the technology to run your business more and more users
across your organization will require increased privileges to manage their Zoom specific requirements. Likely, these
business functions will have different permission requirements which will compound management complexity.
Increased Capabilities to Power Zoom’s
Native Access Controls
Zoom provides granular configuration
options to manage system role and user role
permissions within their application. System
roles are associated with a default set of
permissions. User roles can have a set of
permissions that allow access to only the
functionality the user needs. By leveraging
AppOmni’s Service Configuration Policies
you can gain quick visibility around both
system role and user role permissions. You
also have the capability to create and enforce
policies that reduce overly permissive role
permissions while decreasing administrative overhead.

STREAMLINE DETECTION AND MONITORING
Teams struggle with quickly capturing visibility of Zoom misconfigurations that pose a risk to their company. Additionally,
taking action to remediate these risks requires cross-team coordination to drive resolution.
Reduce Risk and Continuously Monitor
AppOmni understands that you have significant investments in your existing security tooling and seamlessly integrates
into your security monitoring applications. You will be provided enriched Zoom security event data that is consistent and
normalized so it can be easily consumed and actioned via your preferences.
Our team of industry-leading SaaS security experts continually develops enriched security-relevant events for additional
analysis capabilities.
By leveraging AppOmni’s workflows and integrations into third party task management software tools we make it easy
for your team to view and triage issues via established processes and automation for timely resolution.
To learn more, email us at info@appomni.com or visit appomni.com.
AppOmni is a leading provider of SaaS Security Management software. Its patented technology scans APIs,
security controls, and configuration settings to compare the current state of enterprise SaaS deployments
against best practices and business intent. AppOmni makes it easy for security and IT teams to protect and
monitor their entire SaaS environment from each vendor to every end-user.
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